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Convoy Cup Weekend By Jim Reddy and Bob Stewart
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Photos, Top Left: Boats manoeuvre for the start of the Convoy Cup
ocean race. Middle Left: Best Dressed Second Lady as HMS Jervis Bay.
Bottom Left: Christina Sofia preparing for the Best Salute as SS Western
Prince. Right: Jr sailors with dog after the awards.

The Convoy Cup Foundation (CCF) hosted
its bi-annual weekend 12 - 14 Sept with
sailing races in the Basin and off shore and a
sailpast for veterans on Sunday.

The first CCF event of series actually took
place in August with a junior regatta that
saw about 75 junior sailors from several
different yacht clubs compete for the BAMSE
Cup, named after the infamous Norwegian
St Bernard mascot of the wartime
Norwegian navy.

Sail NS now considers The BAMSE Regatta as
one of the premiere regattas for junior sailors
in the province, thanks in no small measure
to the hospitality of the Dartmouth Yacht
Club. A day's racing was followed by a BBQ

put on by club members that was well-
received by the hungry young sailors, their
coaches and some enthusiastic parents.

Day two of the regatta culminated in a visit
from a modern day Bamse called Coal and
his master Mark Grant. Many of the sailors
had never seen such a massive but gentle
dog and enjoyed posing for pictures with
him. The highlight of the event, of course,
was not the dog but the awards and prizes
for the races handed out that afternoon.

The September weekend kicked off with a
BBQ at the Club Friday evening with
registration for the racing and sailpast and
the skipper’s meeting for the offshore
overnight sailing race. It was a busy evening
at the clubhouse and all seemed to enjoy the
atmosphere and camaraderie of the event.

Saturday morning the offshore race began in
the harbour with a start abeam HMCS 
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Sackville in a light breeze that seemed
to freshen just in time.

Saturday afternoon the Basin Races
took place with many hearty and
enthusiastic sailors taking part despite
the increasingly blustery conditions - a
build up for the approaching storm
menacing the offshore racers. Of the
eight boats racing to Lunenburg Bay
and back, four withdrew with one
serious injury, one equipment failure
and two for weather. (The injured
sailor from the RNSYS was taken off
by the Coast Guard from Sambro and
transported to hospital where he is
believed to have recovered well.)

Our Rear Commodore, Stephen
Whitefield, spent a sleepless night on
his boat anchored by McNab's Is.
manning the finish line. Stormy wind,
rain, seas and a dragging anchor kept
him alert enough through the night
to log in the finishing boats.

On Sunday afternoon, after the heavy
rain overnight with south-easterly wind
that complicated the ocean race, the
weather cleared beautifully for the
sailpast. At 1400, a team of RCN and
Merchant Navy veterans gathered at
HMCS Sackville's taffrail to receive the
salutes from the column of passing
yachts. The veterans were joined by
Nova Scotia's Energy Minister, Andrew
Younger, and Halifax Mayor Mike
Savage. A modest crowd of onlookers
gathered on the wharf to watch and a
commentator with a sound system
described the action so spectators
could understand what certainly was
not an everyday waterfront event.

Fifteen yachts sailed past Sackville, led
by Steinar Engeset in LADY EAGLE

representing the Norwegian vessel
HOEGH SILVERDAWN which was lost
to a German torpedo in 1943. Many
colourful salutes were made and
returned by the veterans dipping
Sackville's ensign. Although the event
had a very serious theme, any navy-
flavoured sailpast contains a
significant element of fun with
colourful and imaginative displays of
flags and costumes. Two judges kept
score and selected winners in two
categories as follows:

Best Dressed Boat and Crew

1. Garth Mallett in 'Second Lady'
representing the famous HMS JERVIS
BAY - chosen for historical correctness;

2. Mike Kidney in 'True Luff'
representing the ELI KNUDSEN -
chosen for a "small but mighty" effort.

Best Salute

1. Bob Stewart in 'Christina Sofia'
representing the WESTERN PRINCE
which was sunk by torpedo in 1940
and from which his grandfather
survived by lifeboat - chosen for the
imaginative use of the dinghy towed
astern as a lifeboat re-enactment;

2. Gary Patterson in West Wind
representing the SCOTTISH MINSTREL
- selected for his skilful use of the USN
bos'n's whistle, an unusual feature in
the sailpast.

There were many other impressive
salutes rendered, some with music
played and all of which challenged
the judges. It was agreed that a great
effort was made and that the veterans
truly enjoyed the tribute that was
both serious and fun. 

Several veterans of the WWII convoys,
the Lt Gov of NS, Minister Younger
and other VIP guests attended an
awards ceremony at the clubhouse
Sunday evening. Once again, the DYC
volunteers pitched in to make it a
terrific event which all who attended
seemed to enjoy - perhaps particularly
the various event prize winners.

Many of the veterans of the Battle of
the Atlantic, now in their 90's,
expressed their thanks and
appreciation to Steinar Engeset, the
founder and Chairman of the Convoy
Cup Foundation, the DYC
Commodore and club members, and
all the volunteers who made the event
possible and most enjoyable for all.

Club Hours
The DYC office is open Monday to

Friday 8am to 5pm.

Tender Service/
Fuel Dock Hours
Watch weekly e-mails for
September adjustments

Season Closure in October, 
date TBP

Call for Service on VHF ch 68 or
468-9273

Bar Hours
Summer hours end Wed, Oct. 8 

Winter hours begin 
Oct. 9 as follows

Mon: Closed
Tues: Closed
Wed: Closed
Thurs: Closed
Fri: 4-11pm

Sat: 11am -10pm
Sun: 11am – 7pm

General
Information
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Once you have sailed to the Arctic, you
either hate it, or you’re hooked for life - little
in between those two extremes. I personally
was hooked as a young teenager, as my
parents took me north with their boats. This
year’s voyage to the north was going to be
my 14th sailing trip to the high latitudes,
and this time with my own vessel
“Bagheera”, purposely built for adventures
like these. It took as much as fall, winter and
spring to prepare for all we could find on
our way, and leave as little to chance as
possible. The Arctic is a remote place and
help is far away if it exists at all. May 18th
came, the crew that signed up to help me
sail the boat to Greenland showed up, and
we headed out onto the Atlantic. We were
as little as 30 miles out when the autopilot
failed. With about 1800 miles to go to
Greenland, we decided to go back to DYC
and investigate the problem. We had no
choice but to order a new autopilot, new
steering gear components and replace the
faulty parts. After a week filled with many
frustrations, we finally received what we
needed, and in as little as 8 hours of
working, we were on our way again. The
crossing to Greenland was fairly uneventful
and took just under two weeks with a one
night stop in St John’s to get some extra
fresh provisions and fuel. 

Western Greenland had a cold and long
winter and spring, just like Eastern Canada,
but our first day in Nuuk was a day of real
summer weather. We explored town
without a coat and even managed to get a
tan. Due to the delayed departure from
Nova Scotia, I was a little bit under
pressure to get the boat up north for the
next crew arrival, which was to take place
in Ilulissat, about 450 miles further north.
By the time I was ready to depart from
Nuuk, there were only 4 days left. I single
handed this part, and I started out with 20
knots of headwinds, followed by three
days of complete flat calm seas. The
engine ran for 76 hours straight when it
decided to seize up on me, literally in sight
of the harbour. I managed to arrange a
tow into port via one of the local people,

and a long and intensive search for a
solution started. After a week of going
through classifieds, talking to mechanics
and trying to arrange parts, I was about to
give up and return back to NS with a non-
functioning engine and solve the problem
there. It was only then that I found a
completely overhauled bare engine block
that was identical to what was installed in
Bagheera, and could be ready for
shipment in as little as a day.
Arrangements were made with Air
Greenland to get the engine into the belly
of a small plane, and flown to Ilulissat. A
few days later, the block arrived and it was
up to me to make one working engine out
of the new block, built up with about half
of all the parts of the old engine. It all
went surprisingly well, and it was only a
couple of days later that I was able to
make my first sail into the Disko Bay fjord
with the new engine. 

From that moment on, everything went
very smoothly and except for minor
things, Bagheera kept going the way we
expected her to go. A crew of professional
photographers from Australia arrived in
Ilulissat. They hired me to sail them via
Melville and the western part of the
Lancaster Sound to Pond Inlet at the north
end of Baffin Island. This was going to be
one of the most spectacular trips I have
ever sailed. After them settling in onboard,
we made several day sails to the icefjord
just south of Ilulissat, followed by a day’s
sail south to Jacobs Holm to search for
Musk ox to photograph. A few days after
our departure from Ilulissat, we sailed back
in there to pick up some lost luggage of
one of the crew members and continued
north the same day. A day north of
Ilulissat is another nice glacier that ends
up in the fjord, and we sailed up close to
watch it calve. There was so much ice in
front of the glacier that anchoring was
impossible, but there was no wind either,
and we had Bagheera just float between
the ice for the night. 

North we went, via Svartenhuk, Upernavik
and Devils thumb rock. I had tried in

An Arctic Trip to Remember By Erik De Jonge
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previous years to penetrate into Melville bay,
but never managed to do so, due to
weather or ice conditions. This year we were
lucky. It was tough, because there was a lot
of glacial ice in the bay, Bagheera had to
negotiate two full days and nights with the
ice to get anywhere, and we had to go back
and try in different locations several times.
During our adventures in Melville, we were
closely followed by our friends on the yacht
“Snow Dragon II”. Bagheera pushed the ice,
while they were baking bread, cookies,
cakes, full meals and breakfasts. Every few
hours, we would stop the boats, raft
together and have a meal, snack or coffee
together. It was definitely one of the
highlights to navigate through these waters
that are seldom visited by vessels, let alone
yachts. Navigational charts barely exist and
a lot has to be done on sight, with depth
sounder and on gut feeling. 

After a short coffee break and engine check
at an anchorage near Sabina Island,
Bagheera and Snow Dragon separated their
ways again, and we continued north to
Cape York exploring the Western part of
Melville Bay. After another day and a half
between the sea ice and amazing
landscapes, we still did not manage to get
close encounters with the so desired wildlife,
so we decided to cross to Devon Island in

Canada to prove our luck in the Canadian
Arctic. The sea ice at the west end of the
Lancaster Sound, where we planned to go
for Beluga photography on Summerset
Island, was still not broken open, which
meant that we had to abandon that part of
our schedule. Instead, we sailed into the
Admiralty Inlet at the NW end of Baffin
Island. We were only half way to Arctic Bay
when we ran into sea ice of concentrations
so dense that polar bears actually would be
able to hunt from it. That is where we
decided to wait and let the boat float
between the ice, as we had done many
times during this summer. I was asleep while
the photographers were on deck searching
for a yellow dot to move on the ice. They
were lucky! Only a few hours in, one of the
guys spotted a single bear. We started the
engine to move the boat closer, but the sea
ice showed too dense and too thick for
Bagheera’s engine to push through it. We
left the boat where she was and waited
more. It was not until the next day (it
doesn’t get dark during the summer in the
north) that we managed to get close
enough to get some decent pictures that
were worth publishing. Around us, the ice
was constantly moving, and we were slowly
getting trapped in the sea ice, in order to
prevent that from happening, I had to
move further away from the bear. Safety of

boat and crew goes before good pictures.
Admiralty Inlet was a success, and we
celebrated this with freshly baked cookies,
oven roasted pork chops and champagne as
aperitif. It was time to head back east, as we
only had one week left at that time, before
Jorgen and his crew had to fly home from
Pond Inlet. The way to Pond Inlet is paved
with patches of sea ice that we carefully
have to sail through in order to make
progress in the right direction. Pond Inlet
itself is still covered in complete ice, and so
are Eclipse Sound and big parts of Milne.
Our plan was to go to Milne inlet because
that is a gathering ground for Narwhals, aka
the unicorn whale. The ice forecast form
Environment Canada gave us little chances
of getting in there, but you never know for
sure if you don’t try. So the photographers
went to sleep, while I pushed the boat
through the ice fields by engine. We were
progressing very slowly, and I did not
believe that we would be able to make it, as
the ice concentrations became denser and
denser, while the leads became narrower. I
turned back on several occasions to follow
different open leads, and after 12 hours of
pushing ice, we made it to the south end of
the fjord where we wanted to be. I was up
for over 36 hours at that time, and needed
to eat and rest before we would be able to
move anywhere else. Since there was no
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Photos, 1: The old engine is stripped and taken out of the boat. 2: Jocobs Holm, this is why it is
called Greenland. 3: One of the many icebergs we found on our way. 4: Bagheera from the air,
credit goes to Jorgen Rasumussen. 5: "Anchored" in ice for the night. 6: Upernavik Icefjord. 
7: Collecting glacial ice for drinking water. 8: Sea ice in Admiralty Inlet. 9: Polar bear that is
hunting us and cuts us off from the mother ship. 10: Bagheera in the ice of Admiralty Inlet. 
11: Typical scenery of Northern Baffin Island. 12: Our view from the anchorage of Pond Inlet,
where we spend several days. 13: Witchy Harbour, Baffin Island, one of the most protected
anchorages we found on this voyage, and fully uncharted. 14: Riding out a storm behind anchor
in Milne Inlet.
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wind, we had the boat float again, while the
guys were sitting on deck waiting for
wildlife to appear. We stayed in Milne for
two days of beautiful weather and amazing
scenery. Unfortunately we only saw a few
Narwhals, not the thousands that usually
gather in this location. We assumed that we
were still too early in the season. 

On our way back out of Milne, all the ice
was gone and we had a very clear and fast
exit. What took us over 16 hours on the
way in, but less than 4 hours on the way
out. Oliver sound was the next destination.
We were not even half way there when we
received an email from our friends at “Snow
Dragon” that they were floating in the ice
about 30 miles north of us and had some
bears around the boat. We changed plans
and went full speed to the same location,
where we rafted up the two boats. The
dinghy was launched, and armed with half
a dozen cameras, we sailed closer to the ice
sheets where a bear was laying. We got
some nice images, but the bear was scared
away before we could get a good shot. I
sailed back to the boat to give other crew
members a chance to approach the bear,
and this time we had more luck. A lead
opened up and we could approach the bear
within a less than a 100 meters. After
having taken many pictures, I went back to
get the other guys again to give them the
same opportunity. We went to the same

place and the bear started moving around
us, by the looks of it, completely ignoring
us. We got so excited that we did not pay
enough attention to our moving
surrounding, and the lead through which
we came in closed behind us. We were
trapped, and the bear saw it as well. A few
very exciting as well as scary moments
followed, but we managed to scare the bear
away, and a few minutes later, we got a
chance to sail out of the ice back to the
mother ship. We were very lucky that day,
and we have decided that this was never
going to happen again. We took more risk
than we should have. 

After leaving Pond Inlet with a new crew,
we stayed around in Northern Baffin Island,
exploring the different fjords and
anchorages, as well
as another visit to
Milne to see if we
would have more
luck this time to spot
Narwhals.
Unfortunately the
weather did not
cooperate with us,
and about 15 miles
away from the
bottom of the fjord
where we needed to
be, a storm broke
loose with 45 knots

sustained wind. Nothing we wanted to sail
up against, so we dropped anchor behind a
ledge and rode it out. Time started to press,
and the main plan was to go much further
north to Ellesmere Island and potentially
NW Greenland. This made us abandon the
Narwhal plan and head out of the bay. The
following two weeks were spent sailing
along the coast of Devon Island, Coburg
Island, Ellesmere Island, and with visits to
Thule, Booth Sund and Carey on the
Greenlandic coast., 

Bagheera is now on her way home to DYC
via Clyde River on Baffin Island. We are
sailing off the coast of Labrador as I’m
writing this, and we have still about 700
miles to go before this fantastic 4 month
voyage comes to an end.
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BAMSE Cup Regatta 2014 By Dan Gallina

The sun shone brightly for 2 days…the yard was full of laser
sailboat, 420s and Optis, and many Junior Sailors gathered
for a regatta that has become well known around the
province as a “must attend” event! Yes, BAMSE 2014 took
place this year on 20 and 21 August and was an
unqualified success with 75 participants and 45 boats from
5 Clubs around Nova Scotia. Everyone had a great time,
including some parents who got to watch their children
race thanks to DYC volunteers who got underway to
provide spectator boats.

The BAMSE Cup is sponsored by the Convoy Cup
Foundation (CCF) and was established to honour “Those
who Served”…veterans of the world wars. Each year, Steinar
Engeset, President and founder of the CCF is excited to bring
our sailing youth to DYC to compete in various sailing
classes, but he has another motive as well. Steiner feels it is
important to expose young people to a bit of history relating
to the Bedford Basin and the convoys that sailed from the
basin at our front door in support of the Allied effort. He
attends the event each year and takes time to speak to the
Junior Sailors about that history. He also brings in a St
Bernard dog who represents BAMSE, a Norwegian St Bernard
dog who was a war hero during WWII.

Junior Sailors enjoyed 2 days of sail racing, and although
the winds could have been a bit better, they were sufficient
for the kids to test their skills. At the end of the first day,
CCF sponsored a free BBQ and the participants loved it.
DYC Volunteers Bill Byrne, Bob and Pat Stewart, Jim Reddy
and Pat Jessup, and David MacDonald donned their DYC
aprons and put on a feast of burgers and dogs, with potato
chips and pop to complete the meal.

On Day 2, racing continued and winners were determined.
Coal, the fabulous St Bernard dog was on hand to
congratulate the winners and be part of the awards
ceremony. Dog owner Mark Grant was delighted to have
Coal take part in the event. 

The Bamse Cup trophy winners this year were Nicholas Yuill
& Alannah Peters from RNSYS, but in fact, everyone who
participated was a winner as they got to participate in a fun
and truly meaningful event. Complete results can be seen
at this link http://www.dyc.ns.ca/files/2014bamse.htm .
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îles de la Madeleine located in the
middle of the Gulf of St. Lawrence,
takes the shape of a half moon
fishhook. Canada's Bermuda, this
chain of islands is composed of a
dozen islands, six that are connected
by sandy dunes, green valleys and red
cliffs. The sea is gorgeous with various
shades of blue that the sea reflects
from the sky. Every boater, power or
sail, should place this venture on their
bucket list. We used the latest CHS
chart number 4950.

For those who have never experienced
a crossing before, the Maggie's make
for a great trial run. It also is a good
test of your navigation skills. Jump off
from Souris, PEI to île du Cap aux
Meules - 84 miles or Cheticamp, CB to
Havre Aubert - 48 miles. 

Xcelsior II crossed from Cheticamp, as
we had a few friends to meet up with
who live in Cheticamp. It's a nice
harbour to enter as it has recently
been dredged. The whole west coast
of Cape Breton is a sight that will
astound you…experience the Liquid
Cabot Trail!

We arrived at île d'Entrée, made a left
turn and dropped the hook at Havre
Aubert. The marina was located in the
community of La Grave. Fuel tanks are
prohibited as this area as it is a
historical site. Réal, the marina
manager was very accommodating;
he had taken our jerry jugs, and drove
5 kms to get them filled. Thank
goodness, these were only spare tanks
and did not require multi trips. 

There are two marinas throughout the
îles de la Madeleine. Besides Havre
Aubert the other is Cap aux Meules,
next to the ferry. We took the autobus
into Cap aux Meules to get groceries
and other provisions. Our next trip we
will most likely go to this area, as it's
more commercial and we will rent a
car to travel to the islands. However,
you can't beat the free entertainment
from our anchorage…kite surfers
dodging our riggings, and ATVs
racing on the sandy beaches.

For more adventure reading and
pictures check out our blog:
syxcelsior.blogspot.com or Google
Sunsets & Anchorages.

DYC, you’ve outdone yourself this
year! A record 13 Junior Sailing
Sponsorships were donated for this
sailing season by DYC members so
that children of military families and
others could enjoy a two week course
in one of the finest Junior Sailing
programs in HRM. Very generous
DYC…very generous…

The program and association with the
Military Family Resource Centre
(MFRC) started back in 2009, just
after I arrived and Pat Haight was

working at MFRC. In the early years
we were delighted to get 5
sponsorships; then the number grew
each year thereafter to the amazing
total of 13 for the 2014 program. The
generous donors this year were Paul
Downing, Carlo Shimoon, Ian
MacDonald, Steinar Engeset, Pat
Smith, David Haley, John Mackeen,
and Jim Thomas. We even had a non-
member (but related to a member)
Jen Macleod, sponsor a Junior Sailor
after she heard what we were doing.

All the Military Family Resource Centre
kids and one other really enjoyed their
2 week sponsored courses, and many
vow that they will come back next
year even if they are not sponsored. A
huge thanks goes out to the generous
sponsors who made this possible, and
who knows, perhaps next year others
may want to get involved with this
program. Watch the weekly news e-
mail for information on the 2015
program

Sail Five Bodies of Water to Canada's Bermuda
By Pat Haight

DYC Sailing Sponsorhsips for 2014 By Dan Gallina
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DYC Poker Run By Rob Taylor

Once again the weather was
wonderful Saturday July 19th for the
44 power and sail boats participating
in the Annual DYC Poker Run. The
day began with coffee and donuts
(provided by Tim Hortons thanks to
Tom Cahill) as the DYC, Alderney and
Armdale captains received final
instructions for the day. Power and sail
boats left DYC on different courses
but converged on the Halifax
waterfront at Bishop’s Landing for
lunch (provided by Jessie’s pizza
thanks to Rob Hammam), a truly
impressive site. Once the boats arrived
back at DYC the party began and
eventually moved from the marina to
the marina head, where the
participants enjoyed a rum (Bacardi)
wine (by Innovative beverages thanks
to Danny Hewitt), beer and Honey
Jack Daniels (by AMCA thanks to

Shawn Hiscott) tasting followed by Old
Port serving just under 200 meals.
Donnie Backman danced to the
podium to receive the Mark Joseph
Memorial Trophy.  Best Dressed went
to Paul and Sue Rice. Once the
formalities were completed, prizes
awarded and the dinner mess stowed,
the band Rock Show kicked the party
into high gear. The bar was hopping,
the dance floor was rocking and the

party raged on, what great fun we can
have by the water!  

Thanks to the organizing committee
of: Rick Norman, Donnie Cameron,
Steve Waller and Rob Taylor the main
sponsors: Seapro, Atlantic Car Stereo
and LEAD Structural Formwork and
to all the volunteers and other
sponsors who made this day and
night such a success.

The committee has been hard at work
over the summer planning for our
new clubhouse. We have successfully
managed to take the town hall
feedback and create a floor plan,
concept drawings and a site plan we
are quite happy with and hope the
membership will be as well.
Unfortunately the process has been
slower than expected and we are

forced to admit we have missed the
window of opportunity to break
ground in 2014. While the committee
is disappointed to postpone this
project we collectively agreed we
would rather be late and comfortable
with the plan than on time and
uncomfortable with the plan. We will
continue the planning work
throughout the winter months and

hope to be prepared for a
membership meeting late this winter
or early spring.

I would like to thank the volunteers
sitting on this committee as well as
the staff and members who have
pitched in to help further this idea.

The New Clubhouse Committee Update
By Rob Taylor, Vice Commodore
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It has been reasonably quiet since the last ‘note’. This is a
good thing. The office is getting ready to send out the next
invoice. This one will be mailed out soon after 1st of
November and will consist of:

Joining fee instalment –2nd or 3rd $500.00
Senior dues for 2015 $376.00
Common power 67.00
NSYC/CYA annual dues 24.00

Any adjustment to these fees will be reflected in the February,
2015 invoice.

This invoice is payable 30 days from date of the invoice.
There are serious consequences for late payment including
loss of seniority on the marina wait list, loss of marina space
and a late pay charge of $75.00

It has been some time since the last update of new members.
Please welcome these folks as DYC members:

Notes From The Office By Bruce Cake

STATUS SURNAME GIVEN FIRST MATE BOAT NAME TYPE

SENIOR OHAG MAMOOD FATIMA NS4063970 (NO NAME) POWER
SENIOR PEREZ-GUERRA JAVIER ZAIDA FRAGOSO ALLONS'Y SAIL
SENIOR BONIFACE MACK ENCORE SAIL
CREW GARON SAM
SENIOR ARCHER-SHEE MARK CATHY NO NAME (11A20276) POWER
SENIOR MUIR NEIL RHONDA STIRLING NO NAME (0010L596) POWER
SENIOR MELCHIOR LEO TANIA ROCK AND ROLL 2 SAIL
SENIOR GIBBONS JEFFREY HEATHER POIRIER BLACKTHORN SAIL
SENIOR WINTZER ANITA JOHN NOSEWORTHY NAUTI BUOY POWER
SENIOR LIVINGSTONE SCOTT JOYCE ROSE LEE SAIL
SENIOR DUBBLESTYNE BRIAN KATHY TIDINGS TOO POWER
SENIOR CLARKE DAVID KAREN CLEMENTS REBOUND SAIL
CREW PETERSON-BANFIELD LIS DAVE
CREW CLARKE-GREEN ANNA-MARIE CRAIG
SENIOR BROWN SCOTT JANET BREEZIN' SAIL
SENIOR MCDONALD WILLIAM OSPREY SAIL
SENIOR GARVEY BEN LANA ANTARES SAIL
SENIOR DELARUE JULIEN NINA MAMACHER VOYAGEUR SAIL
SENIOR* DUBE NORMAN MARYBETH FENTON MAINSHIP POWER
SENIOR BILLARD TODD ROBYN POLLYANNA SAIL
SENIOR FIANDER MALCOLM (MAC) LONE STAR POWER
CREW BENNETTS RICHARD
CREW ANDERSON (SS) THOMAS CONNIE
SENIOR EGBERS REED NAOMI HARPER PUFF SAIL
SENIOR MARCHAND KEVIN LYNN 30 SEARAY (No Name) POWER
SENIOR O'LEARY JAMIE BEE CHOO CHAR 7.5 TANZER SAIL
SENIOR MCKINSTRY RIC STEPHANIE KOINONIA SAIL
SENIOR DAVEY CHRIS MICHELE PEACH COME WHAT MAY SAIL
SENIOR MURPHY DAN ROSE ALYSSA TOO POWER
CREW IZZARD MARY ANNE
SENIOR MILLACET GUSTAVO SYLVIE BOISVERT SAFE PASSAGE SAIL
SENIOR GUITTON FRANCOIS KATHERINE C&C 27 SAIL
CREW LEFORT ADAM LAURA BONIA
CREW LESLIE IAN JEANNE
SENIOR GRAHAM STEVE NANCY
CREW FOLEY GREG
SENIOR NELSON RANDALL DIANNA PURRFECTION SAIL
SENIOR HINES DERRICK JENNIFER SEA DOG SAIL
SENIOR SMALL GARY LYNN SEA LARKE II SAIL
CREW ELLIS ALAN MOVA ELLEN
CREW ELLIS TODD ELENA
SENIOR GAETZ DAVID PAULA MISTY SEAS SAIL
SENIOR HALE MICHAEL DEBORAH LANDIS SAIL
SENIOR FINLAY NORMAN CHERYL HUGHES TACHYON SAIL
CREW SMITH GORDON JOANNE HODDER
CREW NEATBY HOLLY
SENIOR BISHOP SCOTT ROSEBUD SAIL
SENIOR HACKETT PETER ANNE MARIE CAPER POWER
SENIOR YOUNG MARGO MY GRACE SAIL
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DYC Junior Sailing 2014 By Rob Arsenault

“When the two of you are talking, it is like you are speaking a
different language”, this is a comment that I received from one of the
parents of our Junior Sailors.  I had been chatting with her son about
the past week and he was telling me some of the new things he had
experienced. To be honest I don’t remember all of what we were
discussing, but I think it had to do with spinnaker sets and the joy of
getting up on a downwind plan.  

To people with a background in sailing this is just the way we talk, all
of the gear has its own name and function and there is a proper way
to communicate everything from wind conditions, and boat handling,
to race tactics and accessory equipment. I guess I do have to admit
that if you throw in a few bits of adolescent slang (on his part) and
just a splash of surfer vocabulary then it does start to sound like a
foreign language.

It is this “language of sailing” that we have been working to pass on
to the next generation over the past eight weeks.  By all reports we
can be pleased with another successful summer with over 80
participants in three different classes of boats.  It really was a great
summer with our experienced set of instructors teamed up with and
an eager crop of young sailors who showed up each morning ready
to learn and eager to get out on the water.  

New to this year was the introduction of the “Wet Feet” program that
was offered to children as young as six as an introductory chance to
“learn the ropes” and get their first experiences in boating.  This is an
initiative that we plan to continue and if possible grow.  Something
that was not new, but did expand, was our sponsorship program that
provided 15 bursary spots for our young sailors.  This just seems to be 
the DYC way of generosity and support for the Junior Sailing , but I did 
want to thank and appreciate those who were able to help.

Even the weather seemed onside with more sun than rain and the right wind, for the most part, for each weeks classes.
It was the final week that was the greatest weather concern as we were once again hosting one of the major junior
regattas in the area. The Bamse Cup was in many ways the completion of the whole summer. Again we had many of the
local cubs participating with most skill levels and boat classes represented.  A well run event with a lot of happy sailors
and more than a few proud parents. 

As I am writing this we are not quite done yet, there is still the shoulder season for some of our keener junior sailors who
what to keep coming out on Tuesday nights.  We still have the Convoy Cup race on the 13/14th of September, (an off
shore 100 mile race), which commemorates the merchant mariners who served during the Second World War and is
shared every other year with the sailing community in Norway.  It is in this honoring of our veterans where our junior
Sailing Regatta gets its name, a Norwegian St Bernard dog,
Bamse, who would great the convoy ships upon their safe
arrival in Europe

Many thanks to our Instructors who time and again go that
extra step to not only teach the art of sailing but also make
it fun.  Thanks also to the always patent and supportive
yard staff and DYC management for providing a safe and
functioning marina to work from.  And finally out thanks to
the young people who have taken on the challenge of
learning new skill and developing it to the next level of
competence.  Your parents’ may not always understand
your new vocabulary but the wider boating community
does, and we want to welcome you to the club.
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Bean Crock Regatta 2014 - co sponsored by Quest Realty and DSS Marine

By Stephen Whitefield - Rear Commodore

The Bean Crock Regatta, our last regatta of the 2014 sailing
season, was held on September 20th under sunny skies and
more than enough wind…in fact too much for some
including me. However a great day on the water was
enjoyed and topped off with a steak dinner and a dance
with DJ music. 

The regatta was well attended this year with 28 boats
registered for the event.  Congratulations to those who
participated and placed and the results are as follows:

A Fleet: 
1st  Vagrant DYC
2nd   Equinox- DYC
3rd  Persistence BHYC

B Fleet
1st Barely Legal RNSYS
2nd  Hypewave RNSYS
3rd J Rouette DYC

C Fleet
1st Endorfin DYC
2nd Tuna SYC
3rd Luna DYC

The Steak dinner was well attended again this year with 95
or so dinners served. The dance on completion of dinner
was also a lot of fun. The clubhouse was pretty much full for
a good portion of the evening. Many thanks go out to all
who helped in this year’s event, be it in the kitchen, taking
registration or just being there with an extra pair of hands
and a sound mind! Without our generous event sponsors
and help from those who volunteer their time, it would be
very difficult to organize and run the successful events that
the Dartmouth Yacht Club is known for.

Cheers!
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THE UNDISPUTED  
LEADER IN   
ALL-INCLUSIVE  
EXCELLENCE

Sandals Resorts offers more quality inclusions than any 
other resorts on the planet.  

Whether you are planning a romantic getaway, celebrating 
a destination wedding or looking for a spectacular golf, 
dive, spa or culinary adventure, we have the resort that’s 
right for you.

JAMAICA    

ANTIGUA    

SAINT LUCIA    

BAHAMAS    

GRENADA   

BARBADOS

sandals.com

SPECIAL EVENT
Monday, October 20, 2014 

7.00 pm
 

Meet Sandals Resorts’  
Meredith Hand and learn more  

about Sandals Resorts for couples and  
Beaches Resorts for families,  

and an exclusive booking bonus!
 

Refreshments and door  
prizes available.

 
Dartmouth Yacht Club

697 Windmill Road
Dartmouth, NS  B3B 1B7 

 RSVP:  
Denise Hanuska

dhanuska@thedestinationexperts.com

1-866-899-8969 ext. 244
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Contact
Information

Dartmouth Yacht Club
697 Windmill Road
Dartmouth, NS

B3B 1B7
Tel: 902-468-6050
Fax: 902-468-0385

dyc@ns.sympatico.ca
www.dyc.ns.ca

Newsletter
Information

The Signal is published
4 times a year:

It is available at the 
DYC Clubhouse
and posted at
www.dyc.ns.ca

EDITOR
Dan Gallina
DYC Office

ADVERTISING
Contact DYC Office

Tel: 468-6050 
to place an ad.

ADVERTISING RATES
Full Page - $100
1/2 Page - $75
1/4 Page - $50
Bus Card - $25

SUBMISSIONS
Articles and photos will

be considered for
publication subject to

space and topic.
Must be digital.

IMAGE & AD
SPECIFICATIONS

Supply via email. PC or
Mac compatible JPEG,
Tiff, EPS or pdf files
Image resolutions
should be at least 

250 dpi, sent attached
to your email not
placed in a word

document.

NEXT DEADLINE
Deadline for next 
issue submissions 
for articles and 

advertising will be 
Weds., Dec. 10, 2014.

DESIGN & PRODUCTION
Jennifer Stone

Michael Owen
Owen & Morrison

Trial Lawyers

Queen Square, 604-45 Alderney Drive
Dartmouth, NS  B2Y 2N6

Office:  463-8100  |  Fax:  465-2581
Residence:  463-3715  |  Cell:  499-0433


